STEEL FRAME BACK

traditionalism with a center-flex spine to create
a truly unique action back banquet stacker that
requires zero maintenance for an extremely
attractive and enduring return on investment.
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The Postureflex SFB combines rugged
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STEEL FRAME BACK

91682

The Postureflex™ SFB 91682 gains its unique styling cues by combining traditional silhouetted backs
with a center-flex spine to produce a distinctive look. Complement this with a sculpted waterfall
seat, and your selection of fabric and finish, and you have a chair that communicates your unique
style and décor. This banquet stacker blends the comfort of a center-flex spine and silhouetted back
with the ergonomic characteristics of Bertolini’s proprietary Flex-Fit™ polymer seat and a generous
portion of our exclusive BLUE commercial grade foam to provide your guests with uncompromising
seating comfort. Under its smooth exterior lies the industry’s most durable and sustainable seating
structure. We take the industry’s strongest frame and add our ZERO Maintenance Flex-Fit™ seat with
BosScrew™ technology for rock solid durability. All of this produces a stunning chair that lasts longer
and needs replacing less often.

Features & Benefits

Built and Sourced Locally in the USA: Quality built in the USA for a chair that lasts longer and
needs replacing less often; locally sourced with components such as recyclable USA steel, bio-based foam
cushioning, and 30+% post industrial recycled seat polymers.
The Comfort of Postureflex

The Comfort of Postureflex: The Postureflex action back gives additional comfort by providing user
controlled pressure sensitive back pitch through an innovative center-flex spring design.
Zero Maintenance Seat: No loose screws on the floor with the innovative Flex-Fit™ blow-molded
seat and Fit-Tight™ fastening system with self-tightening BosScrew™.

Innovative Flex-Fit™ Seat

Unmatched Comfort: The Flex-Fit™ seat’s contoured S-shape saddle with Bertolini’s exclusive 2 lb.
BLUE foam cushioning and rolled front for all day comfort.
No Backs Popping Off: The Dura-Lock II back features great looks and our metal-to-metal Quad-lock
Tinnerman and rivet system for rock solid construction that never separates.
Industry’s Strongest Frame: Radius 16 gauge 1010 cold rolled steel with integrated solid Torsion
Bar System.

Self-Tightening BosScrew™

Finish: Ultra-Durable Powder-coat electrostatically applied and baked at over 400 degrees. Saltwater
tested to over 800 hours. Both standard and designer finishes available. Chrome and brass plating
also available.
Fabric: Over 50 standard fabrics and hundreds of designer fabrics to choose from. C.O.M. fabrics are
usable upon approval; allow 0.8 to 1.1 yards of standard width fabric depending on model.

Dura-Lock II Back

Specifications
Model No.

91682

Weight (lbs)

19.1

Chair Height

35.5"

Chair Depth

22"

Chair Width

18.25"

Seat Width

16"

Seat Height

19"

Seat Depth

16"

C.O.M.
Requirement

0.9 yrds.

Stackability

8

Table
Round 72"

10-12

Glides For Life: Noncorrosive ribbed and booted self-leveling rocker glides which eliminate swivel-glide
failure; provided for the life of your chair.
Stack Buttons: Friction-fit, non-rigid polymer stack buttons stay in place, preventing marring.
Extensive Internal and Independent Testing: Exceeds all BIFMA standards (and a few that BIFMA
has not thought of).
Longest Warranty in the Industry: 20 years structural and 10 years components.
Maximum ROI for Your Property:
We’ve brought together the industry’s strongest
frame, zero maintenance seat and longest warranty
to provide you with maximum return on investment.
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